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Preaching Classes Offered for All
Rev. Dr. Steve Ohnsman, Pastor of Calvary UCC in Reading is offering
preaching classes. It doesn’t matter if you are lay or clergy, all are
welcome.
The first class will meet on October 2nd from 12-2pm. We will cover the
basics of exegesis, different ways to prepare sermons, and better public
speaking skills. We will choose 5 more two hour classes that will end in May.
The class is free and will be held at Calvary UCC, 640 Centre Ave., Reading
For more information contact Steve Ohnsman at ohnsman@comcast.net.

Stewardship Theme Materials
“From Bread and Cup to Faith and Giving”
Download Stewardship Theme Materials for your congregation's
stewardship efforts.
Materials include practical tools such as
logos, commitment cards, bulletin
inserts, and letters, and provide
resources for preaching and teaching about
stewardship throughout the year. Campaign guidance and calendars help leaders
make the best use of these robust materials for their specific
context and size.
Various download options available. Printed packs also available but will be
delayed due to the UCC Resources temporary closure.
Order at uccresources.com .

We sought through prayer and meditation to improve our conscious
contact with God as we understood Him, praying only for knowledge of
His will for us and the power to carry that out.
The first ten steps set the stage and give us a foundation to improve
our conscious contact with God. Our lives take on deeper meaning
when we surrender control. This step is used to maintain our spiritual
condition by increasing our awareness of God as a source of strength
and improving that relationship. We need a system of belief that works
for us.
Our lives should be maintained on a spiritually sound basis. With our
selfish motives out of the way, we find peace. Some will seek out
religious practices to help with prayer and meditation. Many others
choose to practice in a variety of ways, as this is a spiritual not religious
program.

Prayer is communicating and meditation is listening for God's answer.
Through prayer we seek spiritual contact with our God, during
meditation we achieve this contact. It is necessary to still our minds to
pray and meditate successfully. Meditation provides emotional balance
and the results show in our daily lives. We begin to experience
awareness and empathy toward others that had never been possible
before.
Our belief and understanding changes, and we see that our greatest
need is for knowledge of God's will for us and the strength to carry that
out. God's will becomes our own true will for ourselves. We see more
clearly what is real, respect the beliefs of others, and we seek strength
and guidance according to our belief. Through surrender and humility,
we use this step over and over to receive the benefits God's will has to
offer.
Practicing spiritual principles helps us carry a message of recovery. By
helping others stay clean, we give freely and gratefully what has been
given to us. We continue the journey with Step Twelve.

